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50 of 50 review helpful 3 times larger than the Papyrus of Ani edition By Dominus Liminis This edition of Budge s 
book of the Dead is not the same as the Dover edition the Papyrus of Ani It s in fact an edition Budge published a few 
years later The Chapters of Coming Forth by Day and it s a compilation of all the papyri available at the time making 
this the most complete edition of the Book of the Dead available toda A unique collection of funerary texts from a 
wide variety of sources dating from the 15th to the 4th century BCConsisting of spells prayers and incantations each 
section contains the words of power to overcome obstacles in the afterlife The papyruses were often left in sarcophagi 
for the dead to use as passports on their journey from burial and were full of advice about the ferrymen gods and kings 
they would meet on the way Offering valuable insight About the Author E A Wallis Budge nbsp 1857 1934 was the 
Curator of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities at the British Museum from 1894 to 1924 Best known for his numerous 
translator works Budge collected a large number of Coptic Greek Arabic Syriac 
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